
Get More Pets Home
 Safely | Quickly | Efficiently

Our Tag Is Your Pets Return Ticket Home! 

GPCSmart.com

Update information 
as it changes with 
24/7 access

Safe and secure
system to provide

piece of mind

GPC Smart Tags are an innovative pet identification
system that employs individually serial numbered
digital pet ID tags. It sends you the location of your
pet when someone scans their tag.

Your community has partnered with us in our pilot program to
 provide GPC Smart pet identification tags to its citizens for free!

Together, we can reduce the amount of pets who fail to find 
their way back home!



Try It Now

Our Big WHY 

10 Million Pets go missing every year in the United States alone. Less than half ever make
it back home. This low percentage of returns is primarily due to the inability to properly
identify unaccompanied animals to their owners. 

Current analog technologies (engraved metal ID tags) are inadequate in today's quick and
updated information age. GPC-Smart Tags are the new digital solution. Simply tapping or
scanning our smart tags with any smartphone allows communities or first responders to
see photographs, important health and behavioral information, and an on screen button
to call the owners directly. This allows for efficient and humane pet reunification to occur,
24/7, without a stop at the local shelter. A win - win for pets, owners, and your city!

We are FirstNet® Verified

GPC Smart was thoroughly evaluated by FirstNet and successfully demonstrated it is
relevant to public safety, highly secure, highly available and protective of data privacy. 

What does this mean for you? This means that even in the event of a catastrophic disaster
when many systems fail, our app will still be operational in the FirstNet system. This
ensures first responders will still have access to all your pets identifying details held in
their profile.

WHY USE A GPC SMART ID TAG?
No special

equipment
required. 

Use your phone!

Database 
crosses 

jurisdictional
boundaries

Save time 
and 

money

Reduce 
animal
shelter

intake numbers

GPCSmart.com

Scan Here! 



How to Download

User & Pet Profile Setup

What To Do When Your Pet Is Lost? 

Tag Setup Walk Through

Scan the QR code for step by step instructions on how
to download the GPC Smart App

Scan the QR code for step by step instructions on how
to set up your user and pet profiles

Scan the QR code for step by step instructions on what to 
do if your pet becomes lost

Scan the QR code for step by step walk through of how to 
set up your pets new tag



CONTACT INFO  
 

Support@syneroid.com
(855) ID MY PET 

 

Want to provide feedback on your experience?
It only takes a few moments, scan below with your phone to get started!


